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ABSTRACT
In this thesis an algorithm is developed to address the routing problems of data
communication networks. The proposed method integrates the heuristic method developed
by Frank and Chou [1] for the multicommodity flow model and the hill climbing local
search approach. Their heuristic provides an advantage of fast network analysis and is
extremely useful during the network design process, however, the performance
deteriorates when the heuristic handles larger networks. In order to increase the flexibility
and the performance of the heuristic, we adopted a search procedure developed by Storer,
Wu and Vacarri [12] to search the neighboring solution space of the heuristic. Results
show that the performance of the heuristic increases in general, and particularly for large
size networks. The factors that affect our proposed method are investigated by
experimental results. A comparison of the proposed method and the base heuristic was
made by testing a number of example networks. Detailed description of the methods,
including the pseudo codes for both the base heuristic and our proposed method, are
provided in this report.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades computer communication networks have been a booming
field both in academic research and industrial technology development. Significant
progress has been made in several realms, for instance, the topology design technique of
computer networks, the protocol standardization, network reliability analysis, etc. The
results lead us to a new unified communication environment that makes faster and more
economical networks possible. While the topology becomes more complex and the scale
of networks grow larger, reliability analysis of networks is more important than ever and,
consequently, the need for an efficient reliability analysis to obtain the performance of
networks in a reasonable time becomes critical. The need for more reliable networks and
more efficient reliability analysis motivates our research toward an accurate assessment
of the performance of networks using efficient heuristics.
In this report we focus our research on the routing analysis and develop an
algorithm base on an existing heuristic [1] for computing network routing and local search
procedures to improve the performance of the heuristic. By combining the efficiency of
the heuristic and the ability to continuously improve upon the heuristic, we are able to
analyze relatively large networks without sacrificing performance.
In this chapter an overview of our research and related literature are described.
Section 1.1 discusses the common routing strategy in data communication networks and
the type of routing strategy our research is based on, Section 1.2 describes the network
model we use (the multicommodity flow model), the existing approaches for solving the
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model and the initiation of our local search methodology. Additional details are provided
in later chapters.
1.1 ROUTING IN DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORK
In data communication networks, routing is the means of transmitting information
packets from a specific source to its destination. Multiple source-destination pairs are
typically allowed. The paths in the network where the information packets travel are
called the routes.
Segal [3] classifies the routing strategy into three categories: purely static,
completely dynamic and quasi-static. In a purely static situation, given the traffic
requirements from node i destined for all other nodes j "* i, routes are decided before the
transmission of the packets begins, e.g. the virtual circuit in a packet-switched network.
On the other hand, a completely dynamic routing strategy allows continuous
change of routes according to the change of traffic requirements and traffic conditions,
e.g. the datagram in the computer communication system.
The most prominent advantage of the purely static strategy is that it is simple to
implement; however, if the components (links or nodes) fail or become congested, the
messages that are intended to be transmitted over them will be seriously blocked. The
completely dynamic routing strategy is designed to cope with the failure and congestion
problem, but an additional amount of overhead is added to the messages for the purpose
of addressing and reordering at its destination.
The quasi-static routing strategy has the advantages of both the previous two
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routing strategies. It operates in a way that the change of route can only happen in an
interval of time and this time interval is relatively long, so that most of the messages will
be delivered in order and will not need individual addressing. If failures happen in the
middle of this time interval, traffic still can build up.
Most of the routing strategies in practice can be characterized as one of the
strategies described above. In this report, we will place our emphasis on the purely static
routing model.
1.2 THE MULTICOMMODITY NETWORK MODEL
The multicommodity flow problem is a network flow problem which involves the
shipment of many distinct commodities whose identities must be preserved along links
of a network [7]. Two important aspects of the multicommodity flow problem are to
distinguish the commodities and to evaluate the effect of different commodities
accumulated on the link. The routing problems in a data communication network are
typically characterized as a multicommodity flow model, under the assumption that traffic
along the route of each source-destination pair is a distinct commodity. The constraints
of the traditional multicommodity flow model include the nonnegativity, capacity and
flow conservation constraints. The problem is to identify a set of pairs for each source-
destination so as to minimize the transmission cost. The detail formulation is described
in Chapter 2.
Many mathematical programming methods for solving the multicommodity flow
model can be found in the literature (c.f., [4],[5]); however the computational efforts are
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so intensive that these optimization methods are often not used in practice. Heuristic
routing methods, such as the approach developed by Frank and Chou [1], are more
computational efficient and yet have satisfactory performance. However, the size of the
networks often causes a compromise in the performance of the heuristic.
Storer, Wu and Vacarri [12] propose a new "problem space search" method to
solve a scheduling problem and the significant results give us the motivation to combine
this local search procedure in the Frank and Chou algorithm.
In essence, the local search procedure starts from a solution set obtained by the
Frank and Chou's heuristic, then systematically evaluates alternative solutions by
perturbing the original data sets. If the routes thus obtained have a better performance,
then we use the perturbed data sets as a new beginning point. The next iteration thus
starts from a new solution point until a desirable objective value or iteration limit has
reached. Details of the local search methods and the experimental results are discussed
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
ROUTING IN
DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
2.1 OVERVIEW
Routing in a communication network refers to: "a certain algorithm that routes a
certain object from source to destination", usually involves a certain network protocol
which guides information packets through a set of links to its correct destination. In an
n-node network, the routes chosen by a routing algorithm may contain anywhere from
zero to n-l intermediate nodes. In the case of no intermediate adjacent nodes, the route
is simply the direct link between the source-destination pair. In a more general case,
where the source and destination nodes are not directly linked to each other, the route of
this source-destination node pair consists of a series of intermediate nodes that are chosen
according to some criteria.
Two main functions performed by the routing algorithm are as follows: (1) the
selection of routes for every source-destination pairs in the network, and (2) the delivery
of messages to their destinations once the routes are selected. The second function is
accomplished by layers of transmission protocols. Our emphasis will focus on the
selection of the routes and how the evaluation of the network performance is affected.
2.2 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
2.2.1 INTRODUCTION
There are two main performance measures that are largely affected by a routing
6
algorithm: throughput rate and the average packet delay (or total network delay). The
throughput rate is the largest amount of traffic that a network can serve during a specific
period of time. In a lightly loaded network, the throughput rate is identical to the offered
load to the system. In this case the impact caused by different routings algorithms is
small. However, as the network becomes congested, a good routing algorithm will yield
a significantly better performance.
2.2.2 FLOW MODEL
As traffic flows into the network, the information packets experience a certain
amount of delay, mainly due to the propagation, transmission and queuing delay from
source to the destination, which is affected by the choice of routing. In order to
approximate the major packet delay, we choose a classical model developed by Kleinrock
[2] to measure the queuing delay associated with a routing decision.
Kleinrock's analysis of communication networks is based on a queuing model with
three assumptions as follows:
1. The message arrival follows the Poisson arrival process.
2. The length of the messages is assumed to be exponentially
distributed and independent of the arrival time.
3. The processing time for each message is also exponentially
distributed.
Using the MIMI1 queuing model, the total delay of the network can be expressed
as follows:
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where
fj : The traffic along link i.
Cj : The capacity of link i.
(2.1)
To calculate the average packet delay in the network, we simply divide the total
delay by the total throughput rate:
fa _1~ !;Average Packet De y = w
y j=1 (Cj -!;)
where
y: Total throughput rate.
We will use these expressions as our performance measurement throughout the
thesis.
2.3 FORMULATION
Considering a communication network where packets randomly arnve at the
network, the packets length are random. Upon arrival of the packets, a routing mechanism
directs the packets from their sources to destinations through a series of links according
to the traffic requirements. When the packets arrive at an intermediate node, they are
stored in a queue until the next communication line is available, they are then sent to the
next intermediate node (or destination) according to the nodal routing table. The process
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finishes as the traffic requirements of every source-destination node pairs are met.
If the traffic of every source-destination pairs is distinct, we can formulate this
typical communication network as a multicommodity flow problem.
2.3.1 MULTICOMMODITY NETWORK MODEL
The most common objective in network routing problems is the average packet
delay. Kleinrock's delay model is frequently used in the literature to evaluate the average
packet delay. Using his delay model as an objective, the structure of a typical
multicommodity network model is illustrated in the following:
I Min delay I
subject to:
capacity
constraints
flow
conservation
constraints
nonnegativity
constraints
For a network with a total of N nodes and a given traffic requirement matrix Rij'
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The matrix has K entries, rk , which represent the traffic requirements of the K source-
destination pairs (s,d), and the capacities of each link (i,j). The mathematical model is
given from Eqs.(5.3) to (5.6).
minimize (5.3)
subject to
Capacity constraint:
K
~ J:~ ::; c.. V iJ'LJi} IJ
k=l
Flow conservation constraint:
(5.4)
N N
L~: -Lit = {
j=l j=l
Nonnegativity constraint:
i*s,d
i = s
i = d
(5.5)
where
T: The average packet delay.
V ij,k (5.6)
N:
K:
y:
Total number of nodes in the network,
Total number of source-destination pairs in the network.
Total throughput rate (total traffic arrival rate from external
source), which equals to LLrk•
fit. The traffic on link (i,j) for commodity k which represents the traffic
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requirement of the kth source-destination pair.
Cij : Capacity of link (i,j).
Eqs. (5.4) represents the capacity constraints on each link (i,j) for all K
commodities (the traffic requirements of K source-destination pairs). Eqs. (5.4) simply
illustrates the nonegativity constraints for traffic on link (i,j).
Eqs. (5.5) describes the flow conservation constraints for every node i. For a node
i, if it is the source node, then the total traffic directed out from node i will be the traffic
requirements from i to any destination node j = 1,.. ,N for each commodity k. If node i
is a destination node, then the total traffic directed into it will be the traffic requirements
from any source node j = 1,.. ,N for each commodity k. If node i is an intermediate node
of a route, then the total traffic directed into it would be the same as the one directed out.
Assad [6] has presented a survey on different approaches used to solve the
multicommodity problem. Frank and Chou [1] have introduced an algorithm to evaluate
the routing decision on the network designing issue. Our approach for developing routing
algorithms is based on the approach introduced by Frank and Chou's algorithm. Before
introducing our approach, let us take a look at how Frank and Chou's algorithm operates.
2.4 FRANK AND CHOU'S HEURISTIC FOR THE SOLUTION OF
MULTICOMMODITY FLOW PROBLEM
2.4.1 HEURISTIC PROCEDURE
The total traffic within a network depends on three important factors [1]: the total
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traffic arrival rate of the network (throughput rate), overhead such as header,
acknowledgement, parity check, etc, and the total links chosen to route the traffic. The
last factor is extremely critical when evaluating the total delay of computer networks. For
instance, suppose we would like to send 10 KB of traffic from source i to destination j,
there are two alternative paths we can choose. One path contains three links from source
i to destination j; the other contains two. If we use the three links' path to transmit the
traffic, then an additional 10 KB traffic is added to the network when compared with the
two links' path.
It is obvious that transmitting traffic through the fewest intermediate nodes' paths
is generally more effective than all other paths in the network. This idea leads to the basic
algorithm developed by Frank and Chou described below.
2.4.2 BASIC ALGORITHM
We summarize the Frank and Chou's algorithm, as proposed in [1], as follows:
Given a proposed network topology and its traffic requirement matrix, for each
node i (i = 1,2,... ,N)
1) Generate all paths containing the fewest number of intermediate nodes,
to all nodes with non-zero traffic demand from node i.
Such paths are called feasible paths.
2) Nodes are ordered as follows:
1. All nodes connected to node i.
2, All nodes connected to node i by a feasible path with one intermediate
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node.
N-2. All nodes connected to node by a feasible path with N-2
intermediate nodes.
3) Route traffic from node i to any node j which is directly connected to
node i, according to the traffic requirement matrix.
4) Consider every node j in a group generated by step 1) and 2), examine
all feasible paths from node i to j. Define the paths as PI' P2, ... , Pm.
5) Let PL contain the links (io, il), (iI' i2), .. ·, (ik-l' ik)
where io =i, ik=j. Define the functions gil' gi2"'" gik such that for all h
either:
a) gih is equal to the already assigned traffic in link (ih_l, ih).
b) gih is equal to the difference between the least cost
capacity required to accommodate the traffic in (ih_l, ih) and
the value of that flow.(gih is then said to be equal to the
residual capacity of link (ih-l' ih).
c) gih is equal to the ratio of the traffic in link (ih-l, ih)
and the least cost capacity that can accommodate the flow.
( gih is then said to be equal to the link utilization factor of
link (ih_l , ih).
6) In cases a) and c), the evaluation function EL is defined as:
then we consider the evaluation functions of all the feasible paths from
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node i to j such that
7) In case b),
then we consider the evaluation functions of all the feasible paths from
node i to j such that
7) From the subset of all feasible paths thus selected, the path whose total
physical length is minimum is then chosen and all traffic originating at i
and destined for j is routed over this path.
2.4.3 OBSERVATIONS
Several observations from the Frank and Chou's algorithm are illustrated as
follows:
First, instead of splitting the traffic over several possible routes, the route from
each source to destination is a single route containing the fewest intermediate nodes.
Second, the route chosen for each source -destination node pair to route traffic on
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is a route that tend to have the least cost among all alternatives. To further illustrate this
phenomenon, we consider an example as follows:
For a source-destination node pair, suppose we have several feasible paths (routes)
to be chosen. We select the least cost one by the following processes (for the factor of
assigned traffic):
1. First, the assigned traffic of every link along a specific route is investigated;
then the largest traffic among all links is thus to be chosen as the "congestion
index" of this route.
2. The "congestion indices" of every feasible route are then evaluated.
3. Among all the "congestion indices", the smallest one is then chosen to route the
traffic. Therefore, the route chosen by Frank and Chou's algorithm for the specific
source-destination node pair is supposed to be the least cost one.
Third, as the physical length of alternative paths has no contribution to minimize
the objective, the alternative feasible routes are chosen arbitrarily. However, in practical,
it is reasonable to choose a path with a smaller physical length, therefore, the average
packet delay of the network will be significantly improved when the differences of
physical lengths are large.
Fourth, as the size of networks become larger, Frank and Chou's algorithm can
no longer provide us an accurate evaluation of the routing performance. This lack of
accuracy becomes even worse when the networks are congested. The following example
illustrates the situation:
Suppose we have two pairs of nodes, (1,6) and (1,7). Node pair (1,7) has only one
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feasible route (the fewest intermediate nodes' path) in the network: 1-4-7, and node pair
(1,6) has two feasible routes, 1-4-6 and 1-5-6 with equal physical length. The capacities
of all links are given as 50 KB, and the incoming traffic for these two pairs of nodes are
1 KB. Suppose we route the traffic of the node pair (1,6) first, using Frank and Chou's
algorithm; then two possible sets of solutions are obtained as follows:
1. 1-4-6 and 1-4-7.
2. 1-5-6 and 1-4-7.
In the first case, the total network delay (using Kleinrock's delay model) in this portion
of the network is
_2_ (for link (1,4))+_1- x2 (for link (4,6),(4,7)) = 0.4722
10-2 10-1
In the second case, the total network delay is
_1_x4 (for link (1,4),(1,5),(4,7),(5,6)) = 0.4444
10-1
Apparently, the second solution has a smaller total network delay than the first one.
Moreover, as we increase the traffic arrival rate from 1 to 2 KB, the difference of these
two solutions increases even more. Therefore, it is most likely that the routing obtained
by Frank and Chou's algorithm will not be, as they expected, the best solution.
The previous situation gives us the incentive to apply a search heuristic to improve
the performance of their algorithm by examining alternative feasible routes. Descriptions
of the search heuristic will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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2.5 CONCLUSION
Frank and Chou's algorithm was developed for the purpose of fast routing
decisions during the network designing process. A suboptimal solution can be easily
obtained and used as a decision factor when designing the network. In essence, the
criterion on which the feasible routes are chosen is the commonly used min-max concept.
The min-max method attempts to route the least cost path, that is, the one that has the
least assigned traffic or the one with most capacity left. However, the solution thus
obtained may not be glObally optimal.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTATION OF
FRANK AND CHOU'S ALGORITHM
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the techniques developed and the necessary background for
implementing Frank and Chou's algorithm are described. Computer pseudo codes are also
provided. The contents of this chapter are organized as follows: Section 3.2 gives an
overview of our methodology of the implementation. Section 3.3 describes the types of
data structures we use to implement Frank and Chou's algorithm. Section 3.4 discusses
Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm which we use to evaluate the depth of the expanding
search tree. Section 3.5 describes how we utilize the breadth first algorithm to search the
FINPs. At the end of this chapter two examples, a 12-node and 18-node network, are
tested and the results are analyzed.
3.2 OVERVIEW
According to the algorithm of Frank and Chou's heuristic approach for solving the
multicommodity network model, difficulties of computer implementation reside in three
steps: (1) the procedure of ordering all the nodes in groups of having the fewest number
of intermediate nodes with respect to a starting node, (2) the algorithm to search the least
cost FINp1 among all alternatives and (3) the data structure to implement all the
IFewest intermediate nodes' path
18
algorithms we develop to perform the heuristic approach.
3.2.1 GROUPING METHOD
Frank and Chou's heuristic approach starts from ordering all the nodes in the
network with respect to a starting node into groups that have the fewest number of
intermediate nodes away from the starting node. In other words, every one of the nodes
in the network is thus ordered so that they are connected to the starting node with a
shortest distance path, assuming we set the length of all links in the network to be unity.
To order all the nodes into groups that have the fewest number of intermediate
nodes away from the starting node i, we can simply set node i to be the starting node of
Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm, set the distance of all links in the network to be unity
and find the shortest distance from node i to all other nodes in the network.
The distances thus found will serve as the depth bound of our search tree
expansion and later be used in the FINP search algorithm. The purpose of the depth
bound is to prevent over-searching the network such that no time and memory are wasted
when the FINPs are found.
3.2.2 FINP SEARCH METHOD
In a general graph, there might exist cycles to prevent cycles, we must expand our
network as a search tree emanating from the starting node and repeatedly adding adjacent
nodes as its children until the depth bound defined earlier is reached. In this case, we stop
expanding the tree and start to trace back from the destination by a pre-established pointer
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to the root and properly store the traverse nodes in a set. The elements in this set will be
the nodes along the FINP, starting from the root to the destination node.
3.3 DATA STRUCTURE
There are several different data structures that are used to implement our algorithm
: graph, queue, tree and tables. Most of the definition of our data structures can be found
in [10] and [11]. We will provide the pseudo codes along with manipulated methods of
these data structures in Appendix A.
3.4 DUKSTRA'S SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM
3.4.1 INTRODUCTION
After the data structures are defined, one may ask how do we suppose to find the
FINPs given a source-destination pair of nodes? As we described in section 3.1, we
expand the network to a search tree for a source-destination pair of nodes such that all
the FINPs from destination to source can be found by tracing back the backward pointer
"parent". Before we expand the network, we have to be aware of how deep the search
tree we should expand such that all the FINPs for a source-destination pair of nodes can
be found without over-expanding the network. The Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm can
serve as a tool to evaluate the depth bound of the search tree.
For a source-destination pair of nodes, in evaluating the depth bound for the
network to expand to a search tree emanating from the source node, first we set the
distances of all the links in the network to be unity. Then the shortest distance from
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starting node to destination node will be the depth bound for the search tree expanded
from the original network.
The algorithm is illustrated both in description and pseudo codes in Section 3.4.2,
and observations concerning the details when we implement Dijkstra's algorithm are
described in Section 3.4.3.
3.4.2 THE ALGORITHM
Supposed we would like to find the FINPs from node s to node t. It is important
for us to evaluate the depth bound when expanding the original network to a search tree
by using node s as the root. To evaluate the depth bound of the search tree, we utilize the
systematic approach for Dijkstra's algorithm proposed in [7], and summarize the
algorithm as follows:
Initially, all nodes are unvisited (visited[x] = FALSE, for all node x in the
network) and all the elements in the predecessor table are reset, that is, predecessor[x]
= 0, for x = 1,...,0. We also define a matrix, D[x], to denote the length of the shortest
path from starting node s to x using only a visited intermediate node. Initially, let D[s]
= 0 and D[x] = INFINITY, for all x != s. Let y denote the last node to be visited.
Step 1: Let visited[s] = TRUE and y = s.
Step 2: For each unvisited node x, calculate the distance matrix by
the following expression:
D[x] =rnin{ D[x], D[y] + A[y][x]}
where A[y][x] is equal to the adjacency matrix.
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Step 3:
Step 4:
If D[x] = INFINITY for all unvisited node x, stop and
return with error. (No path exists between s and all
unvisited nodes);
else set visited[x] = TRUE, let predecessor[x] = y and y = x.
If Y == destination node t then stop, and return with
predecessor table;
else go to Step 2.
The pseudo codes for the algorithm is described as follow:
/* The algorithm uses the following definition:
int v: starting node;
int w: destination node;
n: the number of nodes in the network;
boolean visited[n]: to decide whether node n has been visited or not;
predecessor[n]: the predecessor table;
D[n]: the length from node n to starting node v;
int min: the shortest distance found so far.
*/
void Dijkstra_algorithm(int v, int w)
for (i=O;i<n;i++) /* Reset variable */
D[i] =predecessor[i] = INFINITY;
visited[i] =FALSE;
y = v;
visited[y] =TRUE; /* Algorithm starts */
D[y] =0;
while (! visited[w])
for (i=O;i<n;i++)
if (!visited[i]&&D[i]>D[y]+A[y][iJ)
D[i] = D[y] + A[y][i];
predecessor[i] =y;
min = INFINITY;
for (i=O;i<n;i++)
if (!visited[i] && D[i] < min)
min = D[i];
22
y = i;
visited[y] = TRUE;
3.4.3 OBSERVATIONS
The following are the remarks that we should be aware of as we implement the
Dijkstra's algorithm:
First, instead of establishing an additional distance matrix and setting all the
elements to be unity, we can utilize the adjacency matrix as our distance matrix A[y][x].
Second, to find the depth bound for the network expansion we can recursively
trace back from the destination node t to starting node s by utilizing the predecessor table
and calculate the number of the node, e.g. the predecessor table p[x] for a shortest path
from node 0 to node 4, 0-1-4, are p[4] = 1 and p[1] = O. We can use the following
function to calculate the depth bound:
int Depth(int s, int t)
y = t;
x =predecessor[y];
if (y == s)
return (0);
else
return(Depth(s,x) + 1);
3.5 SEARCH TREE EXPANSION
3.5.1 INTRODUCTION
To find the FINPs of a source-destination pair of nodes in the network, we have
to expand the network2 to a search tree emanating from the source node and ending at
2 The description "network" is analogous to "graph" throughout the section.
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the level evaluated by Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. In other words, the distance from
the source node to the destination node is established under the assumption that the
distance of all links in the network are unity. The advantages of this methodology are that
cycles in the network can be avoided, and all the FINPs can be found in a reasonable
time.
In Frank and Chou's heuristic approach, the path they chose to route the traffic
for a source-destination pair of nodes is the one with the fewest intermediate nodes, such
that the total offered load into the network due to the traffic requirement of this pair of
nodes would be minimum. Therefore, the tree expanded from the network should have
the characteristic that every node in the search tree is the node that has the fewest number
of intermediate nodes away from the root. By setting the distances of all adjacent nodes
to be unity and using an appropriate tree traversal algorithm to expand the network as a
search tree, all the nodes in the tree are guaranteed to be the nearest nodes from the root.
If there are more than one FINPs for a source-destination pair of nodes, the
algorithm we choose to expand the network has to be able to search the network entirely
until the depth bound we evaluated is reached.
There are several techniques of tree traversal that we can utilized to expand a
network as a search tree. Specifically, two search methods are of particular importance:
depth first and breadth first algorithm.
In the depth first algorithm, priority is given to the nodes with deeper level of the
network [9]. 1. Pearl ([9]) proposed a systematic approach by creating an "OPEN" set
to record the node's priority. As the priority is given to the nodes with deeper level, the
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OPEN set is structured as a stack. The depth first algorithm is characterized by its ability
to find the solution with the minimal traversal nodes [9]. However, when there are several
solutions in the same level of the tree, the depth first algorithm will not be able to find
all the solutions due to its generic characteristic.
The depth first algorithm has the advantage of a smaller number of traversal nodes
over the breadth first algorithm in a acyclic network, however, it is not feasible in the
case that nodes have more than one FINPs. Therefore, it should be appropriate for us to
use the breadth first algorithm to accommodate more general networks.
In the breadth first algorithm, priority is given to the nodes with the shallowest
level with respect to the starting node [9]. Therefore, the OPEN set is created as a queue
instead of a stack used in the depth first algorithm. A shallowest solution is guaranteed
to be found as the first node to be explored in the OPEN set is the closest one to its
parent. If there are still alternative solutions, we can force the breadth first algorithm to
keep searching for solutions by a preset depth bound without going back to the root and
starting the algorithm afresh.
Figure 3.1, which is cited from [9], illustrates the phenomena of these two
different search procedures:
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Figure 3.1 Different Search Schemes of The Depth First and The Breadth First
Algorithm [9].
3.5.2 THE BASIC ALGORITHM
For a source-destination palr of nodes, we find all the FINPs between these two
nodes by modifying the algorithm proposed by J. Pearl [9]. The algorithm is summarized
as follows:
Step 1:
.,
Put the source node in two queues, called OPEN and
Step 2:
ancestor set, called CLOSE.
If OPEN is empty, exit; otherwise continue.
~.'
I
Step 3:
,
Remove the topmost node from OPEN. Call this node n.
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Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
Step 8:
If the depth of n is greater than the depth bound3 go to step
2; otherwise continue.
Expand n, generating all of its successors that are not in the
ancestor set CLOSE. Put these successors (in no particular
order) on top of OPEN and provide each successor a
pointer back to n.
If any of these successors is a destination node, store the
node index (node number) in a list obtained by tracing back
through the parent pointer and go to step 2; otherwise
continue.
Add all these successors in the ancestor set CLOSE.
Go to step 2.
Supposed we would like to find all the FINPs from source node i to destination node j
with depth bound "depth", then the computer pseudo codes for the breadth first
algorithm are described as follows:
/* Thefunctions: Add_Q(thing), Add_ancestor(thing), empty(), head() and Delete_Q() are
described in Appendix A */
Add_Q(i);
Add_ancestor(i);
while (fempty())
y = head();
Delete_Q();
if the level of y less than depth
3 Generated by Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm.
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for every node x adjacent to y
if x not in ancestor set
x.parent = y,'
Add_Q(x);
Add_ancestor(x);
if x equals to j
Create_FINP(x);
3.5.3 SEARCH TREE BUILDING PROCEDURE
Using the breadth first algorithm described above to build a search tree when the
network expands, we have to modify several steps in the algorithm. Before we start
modifying the algorithm, there is one additional location pointers has to be developed:
Tree *tail; this pointer indexes the last position the tree is built on. The following
description will illustrate how we modify the breadth first algorithm.
Initially, let the "fchild" and "nchild" pointers4 of node n ( the first node to be
expanded i.e. the root) point to NULL.
In Step 5, when the successors of node n are generated, if the fchild pointer of
node n is pointed to NULL (not occupied), then point the fchild and the position pointer
tail to the address of first successor generated; otherwise, point the tail->nchild to the
address of the next successor generated and locate tail to the address of the next
successor, which can be represented by the following algorithm:
4Detail of the search tree structure can be found in Appendix A.
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successor = new(itemyJ; /* assign a memory space for item */
successor->fchild = successor->nchild = NULL;
successor->parent =node_n;
if (!node_n->fchild)
node_n->fchild = tail = successor;
else
tail->nchild =successor;
tail = successor;
In order to trace back from the solution thus found in Step 5, we add an addition
pointer parent in the algorithm. The FINPs can easily be found by recursively tracing
back through the parent pointer. Figure 3.2 illustrates the operation of the algorithm.
3.5.4 EXAMPLE
For the five-node network as Figure 3.6 shows, if we wish to find all the FINPs
in the network with respect to source node 0 and destination node 4, using the network
expanding approach described above, we expand the network as a search tree emanating
from node 0 and with the depth bound 2 (the length of shortest path from node 0 to node
4 under the assumption that the distance of all links in the network are unity). Then by
expanding the network, all the FINPs can be found by tracing the parent pointer back to
the starting node O. The FINPs are the heavy line shown in Figure 3.3.
5 The new function is described as follows:
Data_type *new(item)
thing *thisone;
thisone = malloc(sizeof(item));
thisone->content = item;
retUl7l thisone;
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node n
parent
new
item
nchild
new
item
Figure 3.2 Modified Algorithm in Step 5 of Breadth First Algorithm
1
3 4
Figure 3.3 An Example of Network Expansion
3.6 MEMORY MANAGEMENT
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In the previous description of our approach, it is noticeable that memory is
intensively used by the pointers and the dynamically allocated storage. As long as the
computer resources are unconstrained, one may not feel any uncomfortable. Unfortunately,
there is no such system exists, so an appropriate action should be taken to relieve the
burden of the system and, as a result, to increase the performance of our program.
3.6.1 POSTORDER MEMORY RELEASING ALGORITHM
In our search tree expansion case, all the nodes in the search tree occupy a
dynamically allocated storage space6• If we do not release the memory, every time the
search tree expansion algorithm ends, as the number of the nodes in the network
increases, we will finally loose all the heap and ,as a consequence, the program will stop
execution and exit abnormally.
A "postorder" memory releasing algorithm is developed to release the memory that
the search tree occupies. The basic idea is to use the fchild and nchild pointers in each
node in the search tree, and utilize the "postorder" techniques developed in [10] to release
the occupied memory recursively from the lower level of the tree to the root. The
algorithm is illustrated as follows:
void Free_searchtree(root)
if(lroot)
retum
Free_searchtree(root->fchild)
Free_searchtree(root->llchild)
6 The amount of this space depends on the declaration type of these nodes, e.g. if these nodes
are declared as Tree, the amount of memory space being occupied by these node would be the
function sizeof(Tree).
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free(root)
Example
For the tree example as Figure 3.4 shows, the postorder algorithm releases all the
memory by the order: 6-3-4-7-1-8-9-5-2-0.
o
/
1--2
/ \
3-4 5
\ / /
6 7 8-9
Figure 3.4 The Tree Example
3.7 IMPLEMENTATION
The following systematic steps provide a linkage of all the algorithms we
described above. By following all the steps together with the illustration of algorithms in
the previous section, one should be able to reproduce the program to implement the Frank
and Chou's algorithm.
Step 1:
Step 2:
Input data: network configuration, traffic requirement
matrix, physical lengths and capacities of every links in the
network.
For every starting node i = l,o .. ,n, if node j = 1,... ,n, U!=
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Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
i) is adjacent to node i, route required traffic along all links
(i,j); otherwise continue.
For every node j that is not adjacent to starting node i, use
Dijkstra's algorithm to establish a predecessor table and
calculate the depth bound of the search tree rooted from
node i. Expand the network to a search tree emanating from
node i and bounded by the depth previously found.
Search and store all the FINPs and compare the factors7 of
all FINPs for every pair of nodes (i,j). Choose an optimum
one (the one with least cost) and release all the memory
occupied by all other FINPs and the search tree (using the
postorder memory releasing algorithm).
Route required traffic along all links that every pair of
nodes (i,j) go through; repeat steps 3,4,5 until all traffic
requirements have been satisfied. Release memory occupied
by FINPs of every pair of nodes (i,j).
Calculate traffic along all links and compute the value of
object function.
Write output and stop.
All the functions required in the implementation steps and the flow chart will be
7 The criteria used by Frank and Chou's algorithm, e.g. minimum assigned traffic of all
FINPs.
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described in Appendix B.
3.8 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Two examples, a 12-node and a 18-node network, are given. Both examples use
the object function as follows [1]:
1.~ «1/1J.) __1 +_1_+P.+T )l.fLJ ..f I I TMP !J 1Y 1=1 CjJj Cjll cjlJ.
Where:
1/"{ : total throughput rate;
Pi: the actual time required for a bit to propagate through link i, which equals
to 15 msec;
TTMp: the node processing time for average packets, which equals to 1 msec;
1/1l: average packet length, which equals to 461 bits;
1/1l': average information packet length, which equals to 627 bits;
c j capacity of link i, default value will be 50,000 bitslsec if not specified.
n total number of links.
3.8.1 EXAMPLE 3.1
The configuration of a 12-node example network is shown as Figure 3.5.
The unspecified link capacity in Figure 3.5 would be the default value 5 KB and
the traffic requirements between nodes are equally split. The lengths of all links are given
as follows:
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o230 KB
5
Figure 3.5 The Configuration of Example Network
Table 3.1 Results of Example 3.1 with different nodal arrival rate.
Nodal arrival rate Delay Note
(KB/node/sec) (sec)
5 0.057457
8 0.060107
10 0.062273
15 0.070906
20 0.094926
22 0.135278
23 0.617224
24 INFINITY Exceed link capacity
(0,1)=7, (0,2)=8, (1,2)=15, (1,3)=5, (2,4)=25, (2,7)=40, (3,4)=6, (4,5)=5, (5,6)=30,
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(6,7)=14, (6,8)=20, (7,10)=10, (7,11)=13, (8,9)=5, (9,10)=5 and (9,11)=5.
Using Frank and Chou's algorithm and the default value of all variables described
above, we have the following result illustrated in Table 3.1:
Figure 3.6 shows the relation of different nodal arrival rates versus total network
delay.
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Figure 3.6 Different Nodal Arrival Rates vs Total Delay
3.8.2 EXAMPLE 3.2
The configuration of an 18-node network is shown as Figure 3.7. The unspecified
link capacity is 50 KB and the traffic requirement between nodes are also equally split.
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The lengths of all links are given as follows:
(0,1)=2, (0,5)=10, (1,2)=5, (1,3)=6, (1,6)=11, (2,3)=7, (3,5)=2, (4,5)=2, (4,6)=15,
(5,17)=50, (6,7)=9, (6,9)=25, (7,8)=11, (8,10)=20, (9,16)=25, (10,11)=3, (10,15)=10,
(11,12)=6, (12,13)=5, (12,15)=8, (13,14)=7, (14,17)=3, (15,16)=3 and (16,17)=3
1'/
o
4
2
230 KB
6 8
9
17.
Note:
capacity [14] [17] ,
capacity [15] [16] ,
capacity [16] [17]
=230 KB,
13
Figure 3.11 Configuration of Example Network
Using Frank and Chou's algorithm and default values of all variables described
above, we have the results shown as Table 3.2. Figure 3.8 shows the relation of different
nodal arrival rates versus total network delay.
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Table 3.2 Results of Example 3.2 with different nodal arrival rate
i "i-5- .at HIA
*
Nodal arrival rate Delay Note
(KB/node/sec) (sec)
10 0.087193
12 0.095015
15 0.124109
16 0.162260
16.5 0.290691
17 INFINITY Exceed link capacity
&
2.05
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1.85
1.75
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1.55
1.45
1.35
(3' 1.25
(l) 1.15(I)
-§' 1.050.95(l)
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Figure 3.12 Different Nodal Arrival Rate vs Total Delay
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CHAPTER 4
A NEW PROBLEM SPACES SEARCH PROCEDURE
FOR MULTICOMMODITY NETWORK MODEL
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The multicommodity network problem is characterized by an inherent difficulty
of obtaining solutions, and optimal solution procedures typically rely on implicit
enumeration methods, such as the decomposition and partitioning methods. When a
moderately sized problem is encountered during the network designing process, one often
encounters difficulties. As a result, heuristic approaches are desirable.
Storer, Wu and Vacarri [12] presented a search approach for the NP hard
sequencing problem. Their approach integrates a specific heuristic to solve the sequencing
problem and a local search method to search the neighborhood of solutions for
improvement. This approach is adapted to solve the multicommodity network model.
By their definition, heuristics can be divided into two categories: problem specific
heuristics and local search methods. The former is based on the knowledge of a specific
problem definition and structure, such as Frank and Chou's heuristic for multicommodity
flow problems, and the latter is a generic one, such as steepest descent and hill climbing
procedures in local search methods.
Our proposed methodology is to integrate the problem specific heuristic (the Frank
and Chou's heuristic) and the local search method (the hill-climbing, problem spaces
search procedure) in order to search the neighborhood of solution space defined by the
Frank and Chou's heuristic.
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The content of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describe the local
search methods in generic definition, Section 4.3 defines the problem space and the
terminology "neighborhoods" for our approach, Section 4.4 describes how we integrate
the Frank and Chou's algorithm and the hill climbing search procedure and illustrates the
systematic implementing steps of our approach.
4.2 LOCAL SEARCH HEURISTICS
4.2.1 INTRODUCTION
Local search heuristics are generic methods which search solution spaces for
optimal or near optimal solutions. They operate in an iterative manner that moves an
incumbent solution to an improved neighboring solution. In a sequencing problem [12],
the neighboring solutions are generated by perturbing items in the incumbent solution
such that an improved sequence can be obtained without violating the initial constraints.
When applying local search methods to the multicommodity network model, the
idea is the same. For example, if we have an incumbent solution consisting of a route 0-
1-3-5 (from node 0 to node 5 passing through intermediate nodes 1 and 3) and the traffic
routed over this route satisfies the traffic requirement without violating the capacity
constraint, local search heuristics can move the incumbent solution to an alternative
solution, e.g. 0-1-4-51• This phenomenon is described as Figure 4.1.
1 It is noticeable that this route should obey the criteria in that it should contain the fewest
intermediate nodes.
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Figure 4.1 Using Problem Spaces Search Procedure to Alter the Route (From 0-1-3-5
to 0-1-4-5).
4.2.2 HILL CLIMBING SEARCH PROCEDURE
The hill climbing search procedure as a strategic search method that searches the
steepest ascent position from its current setting. As described by 1. Pearl [9], it is operated
just as a climber searches the easiest or quickest trail from his standing point until the
peak is reached. It is probably the most commonly used local search procedure by the
problem solver. The reason why it is so popular is owing to the features of memoryless
and speed. The hill climbing algorithm starts from the most recent improvement that has
been made regardless of how it gets there and requires no memory of past attempts. The
algorithm keeps searching the optimum (or near optimum) solution by using the most
improved solution as its data set unless it is terminated externally.
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In terms of our approach toward the multicommodity network model, the hill
climbing search procedure starts from the incumbent solution we get from the Frank and
Chou's heuristic and repeatedly perturbs the original data set (the traffic requirement
matrix). The perturbed data set will serve as an input to the algorithm and a neighboring
solution is found (different sets of routes). If the new sets of routes obtain an improved
objective without violating the constraints, we keep searching for the new solution by
starting the hill climbing procedure afresh from the most recent improved (perturbed) data
set until the optimal objective is reached or until the algorithm terminates externally.
Sometimes we may be allured by a biased perturbing data set that leads us into
a part of and even infinite problem spaces in which no improvements can be made. There
is no way we can escape from the situation unless we terminate the search procedure and
start it from an alternative data set all over again. To avoid this situation, we have to
properly tune the parameters which we use to perturb the original data set. We will
discuss further of our parameters tuning later in the experimental results.
4.3 NEW NEIGHBORHOODS FOR LOCAL SEARCH
Before describing how we accommodate the local search method to search the new
problem spaces of the multicommodity network model, it is necessary for us to define
what the neighborhood of solution is as well as to explore the reason why the heuristic
can map the original solution to an improved solution by using a perturbed data set.
In this section, we adapted the search procedure developed by Storer, Wu and
Vacarri [12]. The basic concept and the notation is summarized as follows:
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A heuristic can be viewed as a function that maps a problem to a solution, i.e. h(p)
=i. Therefore, the solution obtained by the heuristic can be represented by a heuristic-
problem pair symbolized as (h,p). If a problem can be solved by a set of heuristics:
H = { hi' i = 1, ... ,n},
then the solution space thus obtained can be represented as the following set:
s = ( hlp), i = 1, ... ,n}
Suppose we vary the problem by randomly perturbing the original data set to generate m
problems, then a set of solutions of these m problems can be obtained by the heuristic of
the original problem. Their notations is illustrated as follows:
S =( h(p), j = 1, ...,m}
where
Pj =Po + di' j = 1, ...,m
Po is the data set of the original problem and dj is the randomly generated perturbation
parameters.
By the definition above, the neighborhood of the problem space is then defined
by a set P, where P = { Pj = Po + dj, j = 1,... ,m}, and the neighborhood of the solution
space is defined as the set S.
The idea of searching for the new problem spaces is to apply the local search
method by using the set P to the heuristic of the original problem to obtain a set of
neighboring solutions, S. If there is any improvement on the objective evaluated by one
of the neighboring solutions, then we use the data set Pj of this specific solution as the
2 The "p" stands for the problem and "s" stands for the solution obtained by the heuristic.
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starting point from which we generate a second problem space set P and obtain a new set
of neighboring solutions. By iteratively generating the new neighboring solutions, we may
be able to improve the objective. This scheme is illustrated as Figure 4.2.
Solution spaces
Parameter d j
Figure 4.2 Scheme of Searching New Solution Space--2 Iteration.
When we apply local search methods to search the neighborhoods of solution
space S, it is necessary to evaluate the objective by the original data Po. In other words,
a perturbed data set is utilized to search for the new solution space and the performance
of the new solution space is evaluated by the original data. In the multicommodity
network model, the routes from every source-destination pairs of nodes vary as we perturb
the original data set (traffic requirement matrix), and the traffic on the links will differ
as well. We have to determine whether the newly obtained routes improve the value of
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the objective (average packet delay) or not. Therefore, the performance of the newly
generated solution is evaluated by using the original traffic requirement matrix.
4.4 SEARCH HEURISTIC FOR MULTICOMMODITY NETWORK
Before summarizing our search algorithm, there are three elements that have to be
described: (1) the base heuristic, (2) the data set to be perturbed, and (3) the local search
method when we start searching for the new solution space. Section 4.4.1 discusses the
elements we chose and the reasons for the choice when performing the search heuristic.
Section 4.4.2 summarizes our algorithm in systematic steps.
4.4.1 ELEMENTS OF SEARCH HEURISTIC
The problem space search procedure for an optimization problem is based on a
problem specific heuristic, and the heuristic should have the feature of simplicity and the
ease of implementation. Thus, the Frank and Chou's heuristic for solving the
multicommodity flow model is chosen as our based heuristic when we search for the new
problem space of the multicommodity network model.
In Frank and Chou's heuristic, the choice of routes for every source-destination
pair of nodes is determined by either the minimum assigned traffic or the maximum
residual capacity. Thus, the value of the traffic requirement for a source-destination pair
greatly affects the choice of routes. Therefore, the given traffic requirement matrix is
chosen as the original data set we use to perturb in order to change the route.
To inherit the fast routing decision feature of Frank and Chou's heuristic and to
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conquer the drawback that only relatively small networks can be applied, the strategy we
choose to search for the new problem space of the multicommodity network model is the
hill climbing search procedure. By using the hill climbing search procedure, the new
solution spaces are searched as soon as the first improvement of the original solution has
been made.
4.4.2 THE ALGORITHM
Using Frank and Chou's algorithm as the base heuristic and the traffic requirement
matrix as the data set for perturbation, our search algorithm can be summarized as
follows:
Given a network configuration and traffic requirement matrix,
Step 1:
Step 2:
Use the original traffic requirement matrix as input to Frank
and Chou's algorithm and solve the multicommodity
network model for the initial average packet delay (or total
delay of the network).
Perturb the original traffic requirement matrix by an
uniform random numbef to obtain the neighboring solution
, i.e.
Perturbed TRM = parameter + Original TRM~;
3 The range of the random number is adjustable according to the size of the problem.
~ TRM stands for traffic requirement matrix.
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Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Use perturbed TRM as input to Frank and Chou's algorithm
and obtain a routing table5•
Use original TRM to route required traffic according to the
routing table obtained in Step 3 and evaluate the average
packet delay (or total network delay).
If the average packet delay (or total delay) is smaller than
the original one, perturb the perturbed TRM and go to Step
3; otherwise go to Step 2.
To terminate the algorithm we either set a desired level of improvement or a iteration
limit in Step 5. If these conditions are reached, then the algorithm stops.
5 The routes of every source-destination pairs of nodes.
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nCHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter our proposed method is tested and the results are analyzed. The
networks tested are evaluated by the following object functions:
1 n /;
Average Packet Delay = (-)L I
Y i=l (Ci-~)
/;
Total Network Delay = L I
i=l (Ci-:O
where
n: Total number of nodes in the network.
y: Total throughput rate of the network.
fj : Total traffic on link i.
C j : Capacity of link i.
We run three sets of experiments to explore the factors that affect our method. The
first set of experiments, conducted in Section 5.1, determines the appropriate value of
algorithm parameters. In Section 5.2, second set of experiments were conducted to explore
the performance of our method under various traffic conditions. The last set of
experiments, conducted in Section 5.3, are to investigate the operation characteristics of
our algorithm.
The objectives of all testing networks are evaluated by both Frank and Chou's
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algorithm and the proposed search heuristic, and a comparison is made by the percentage
of improvement.
5.1 ALGORITHM PARAMETER TUNING
In our proposed search heuristic for solving the multicornmodity network model,
the range of perturbation parameters greatly affect the performance of neighboring
solutions. A properly tuned set of parameters typically lead us to desirable results in a
reasonable number of iterations. The following examples will illustrate the range of the
perturbation parameter according to a fixed range of the traffic arrival rate l ,
EXAMPLE 5.1.1
Twenty-five examples of 30-node networks are to be tested for tuning the
perturbation parameters. The required data is given as follows: traffic uniformly arrives
within the range of [100,200] KB/sec, capacity of each link is set to be 6500 KB/sec and
the physical length between adjacent nodes are set to be unity. Five ranges of perturbation
parameters are to be tested for the most significant improvement on Frank and Chou's
algorithm: Uniform [-20,20],[-40,40], [-50,50], [-70,70] and [-100,100].
The seed for the random number generator is the same in every single sample
problem and differs among all 25 sample problems. The different seeds for every sample
I Since the algorithms (for both Frank and Chou's algorithm and our proposed search
heuristic) are to route the incoming traffic from every entry nodes to destination nodes, the traffic
arrival rate from entry nodes to destination nodes is equal to the traffic requirement of these pairs
of nodes.
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problem are generated by the following function:
void srand((unsigned int)(time(NULL)%10000));2
This function generates different seeds every time we invoke the function.
The results of the experiment are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
If we would like to determine if different ranges of the perturbation parameters
have any effects on the percentage of improvement, using single factor ANOVA analysis,
we have the following results:
Source of Sum of Square Degree of Mean Square F-Ratio
Variance Freedom
Between Group
2.6233040 4 0.6558260 6.082
Within Group
2.1565200 20 0.1078260
Comparing the F-Ratio with F.o5,4,20 = 2.87, we find variability exists between
different ranges of perturbation parameters. Thus, we conclude that the ranges of
perturbation parameters have significant impact on the improvement of our algorithm. We
also notice that by using the range of Uniform [-20,20] for perturbation, our search
heuristic yields the most significant improvement ( the largest mean of percentage of
improvement) on the result generated by Frank and Chou's algorithm. Therefore, we
conclude that when traffic uniformly arrives in the range of [100,200], using the
perturbation range of Uniform [-20,20] will yield the most significant improvement.
The trial and error experimental process give us a tool to determine the range of
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perturbation according to a given traffic arrival rate. We will further illustrate the
operating characteristic of the proposed search heuristic and verify the result thus obtained
in Section 5.3.
Table 5.1. Comparison of proposed search heuristic method and Frank and Chou's
algorithm (using total network delay as objective).
Range of Percentage of
Perturbation Initial TD3 Final TD Improvement Iteration
[-20,20] 78.021477 76.624458 1.79 386
67.971977 66.776297 1.76 1033
76.678787 76.053647 0.82 1098
70.488823 69.772552 1.02 212
68.076981 67.425872 0.96 108
[-40,40] 73.402664 72.437836 1.31 618
71.393288 70.851013 0.76 623
65.221603 64.758133 0.71 663
64.748154 64.235390 0.79 1150
67.874649 66.906213 1.43 885
[-50,50] 67.178429 66.764687 0.62 1218
69.562553 68.552826 1.45 1400
81.242966 80.849274 0.48 772
70.675476 69.926857 1.06 1012
69.719376 69.627876 0.18 1082
[-70,70] 68.798630 68.413841 0.57 350
72.237572 71.540260 0.72 175
67.515419 67.015236 0.77 1254
3 Total network delay
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70.141602 69.663643 0.74 8
61.707260 61.429844 0.42 719
[-100,100] 74.351471 74.028938 0.35 29
69.611557 69.481483 0.18 155
71.045807 70.948280 0.18 531
64.027817 63.719597 0.48 915
65.407219 65.117073 0.40 1045
Table 5.2. Comparison of proposed search heuristic method and Frank and Chou's
algorithm (using average packet delay as objective).
Range of Initial Percentage of
Perturbation APD4 Final ADP Improvement Iteration
[-20,20] 0.000601 0.000590 1.83 386
0.000523 0.000514 1.72 1033
0.000590 0.000585 0.85 1098
0.000543 0.000537 1.10 212
0.000524 0.000519 0.95 108
[-40,40] 0.000565 0.000558 1.24 618
0.000550 0.000545 0.91 623
0.000502 0.000498 0.80 663
0.000498 0.000494 0.80 1150
0.000522 0.000515 1.34 885
[-50,50] 0.000517 0.000514 0.58 1218
0.000535 0.000528 1.31 1400
0.000625 0.000622 0.48 772
0.000544 0.000538 1.10 1012
0.000537 0.000536 0.18 1082
4 Average packet delay
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[-70,70] 0.000530 0.000527 0.57 350
0.000556 0.000552 0.72 175
0.000520 0.000516 0.77 1254
0.000540 0.000536 0.74 8
0.000475 0.000473 0.42 719
[-100,100] 0.000572 0.000570 0.35 29
0.000536 0.000535 0.18 155
0.000547 0.000546 0.18 531
0.000493 0.000490 0.61 915
0.000503 0.000501 0.40 1045
5.2 PERFORMANCE UNDER VARIOUS TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
Traffic condition is a key factor to decide the quality of routing algorithms. For
a lightly congested network, different routing algorithms often yield similar results from
which we have difficulty in distinguishing the quality of these routing algorithms. For
heavily congested networks, a good routing algorithm will yield a better performance of
the networks. In this section, we verify our proposed search heuristic by applying both
Frank and Chou's algorithm and our search heuristic to several randomly generated
networks which have various traffic conditions.
EXAMPLE 5.2.1
Twelve 30-node testing networks with minimum connectivity of 5 and maximum
connectivity of 10 are randomly generated. The physical length between adjacent nodes
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are set to be unity. The traffic requirements among nodes are uniformly generated
between the range of 20 KB/sec to 120 KB/sec, and the perturbation factor h is also
uniformly generated between the range of -20 KB/sec to 20 KB/sec.
We apply both Frank and Chou's algorithm and our proposed search heuristic to
the testing networks. The number of iterations of our search heuristic is set to 1500. The
results are shown both in Table 5.3 and 5.4.
Table 5.3. The results of applying both Frank and Chou's algorithm and proposed
search heuristic (using avenge packet delay as objective).
Percentage
Capacity of links Initial APD Final APD of Iteration
(sec) (sec) Improvement
5000 KB/sec 0.000512 0.000511 0.20 541
0.000558 0.000557 0.18 1083
0.000557 0.000555 0.36 533
0.000526 0.000524 0.38 822
3000 KB/sec 0.001192 0.001186 0.50 412
0.001157 0.001152 0.43 925
0.001195 0.001183 1.00 1342
0.001258 0.001251 0.56 1412
2500 KB/sec 0.001545 0.001529 1.04 701
0.002166 0.002079 4.02 1352
0.001936 0.001915 1.09 211
0.001484 0.001471 0.88 1460
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Table 5.3. The results of applying both Frank and Chou's algorithm and proposed
search heuristic (using total network delay as objective).
Percentage
Capacity of links Initial TD Final TD of Iteration
(sec) (sec) Improvement
5000 KB/sec 31.304993 31.229017 0.24 541
34.970478 34.875889 0.27 1083
33.192799 33.021862 0.51 533
32.162663 32.057739 0.33 822
3000 KB/sec 71.437256 71.085136 0.49 412
70.903748 70.598778 0.43 925
74.375374 73.612373 1.03 1342
79.159088 78.736023 0.53 1412
2500 KB/sec 92.047661 91.103592 1.03 701
130.169571 124.929947 4.03 1352
121.414223 120.063164 1.11 211
89.127487 88.309402 0.92 1460
From the results above, we notice that the smaller the capacity of links (the more
congested the network), the more the improvement of the proposed search heuristic. To
verify the result, we conduct the following experiment by using the same network
configuration but different link capacities.
EXAMPLE 5.2.2
In this example, we randomly generate a 30-node network with minimum
connectivity of 5 and maximum connectivity of 10. Different level of traffic conditions
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are to be tested. The configuration of this network is shown in Appendix B. The level of
link capacities we chose are 5000 KB/sec, 3000 KB/sec, 2500 KB/sec and 2300 KB/sec.
At each level we compare the total delay and average packet delay by applying both
Frank and Chou's algorithm and the proposed search heuristic (with 1500 iterations using
Frank and Chou's algorithm as its base heuristic). The traffic requirements among nodes
and the physical lengths of each link are the same value as the previous example. The
results are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5. Performance comparison of both Frank and Chou's .algorithm and
proposed search heuristic on a fixed configuration network.
Link Capacity (KB) 5000 3000 2500 2300
Initial TD (sec) 31.287701 68.765007 99.314384 122.014275
Final TD (sec) 31.216127 68.064018 97.769569 117.538315
Percentage of
Improvement 0.23 1.02 1.56 3.67
Initial APD (sec) 0.000519 0.001140 0.001647 0.002023
Final APD
(sec) 0.000518 0.001128 0.001621 0.001949
Percentage of
Improvement 0.19 1.05 1.58 5.00
Iteration 532 199 1343 1142
From the results above, we observe that as the network gets more congested, the
improvement made by the proposed search heuristic is more significant (up to 5%
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improvement). Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the comparison of performance of Frank and
Chou's algorithm and our proposed search heuristic.
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5.3 OPERATION CURVES OF THE PROPOSED SEARCH HEURISTIC
In this section, we combine the results of previous sections to investigate the
operation characteristics of the proposed search heuristic. We conduct the following
experiment with the data given as follow: uniformly generated traffic arrival rate in the
range of [100,200] and uniformly generated perturbation parameters in the range of [-
20,20].
EXAMPLE 5.3.1
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In this example we test our proposed search heuristic with a 30-node network with
fixed configuration. The traffic arrival rate and the perturbation parameter are given in
previous descriptions. Different link capacities ranging from 6500 KB/sec to 5000 KB/sec
are tested. The seed for the random number generator is fixed at the value 12345. The
results are shown in Tables 5.6 and 5.7.
Table 5.6. Results (total network delay) of proposed search heuristic with various
traffic conditions.
Percentage
Capacity of Initial TD5 Final TD of Iteration
Links Improvement
6500 78.021477 76.624458 1.79 386
6000 92.352921 90.764870 1.72 913
5500 113.650093 110.624245 2.66 1118
5000 149.755844 143.289215 4.32 1118
Table 5.7 Results (average packet delay) of proposed search heuristic with various
traffic conditions.
Percentage
Capacity of Initial APD Final APD of Iteration
Links Improvement
6500 0.000601 0.000590 1.83 386
6000 0.000711 0.000699 1.69 913
5500 0.000875 0.000852 2.63 1118
5000 0.001153 0.001101 4.51 1118
From the results above, we notice that the tuned parameter (Uniform [-20,20])
greatly improves the results obtained by Frank and Chou's algorithm (up to 4.51 %) as the
5 Generated by Frank and Chou's algorithm.
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network becomes more congested . The operation curve of our proposed search heuristic
with various traffic conditions is shown as Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Operation Curve of Proposed Searched Heuristic with Various Traffic
conditions.
To portray the operating characteristic of our proposed search heuristic with
different ranges of perturbation parameters versus total network delay, the following
experiment is conducted.
EXAMPLE 5.3.2
A 30-node network with minimum connectivity of 5 is generated. The traffic
uniformly arrives in the range of [100,200] and the length of every adjacent nodes is set
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Figure 5.4 Operation Curve of Proposed Search Heuristic with Different Ranges of
Perturbation Parameters.
to be unity. The capacity of all links are fixed at 5500 KB. The operation curve of the
proposed search heuristic with different ranges of perturbation parameters ( Uniform [-
20,20], [-50,50] and [-lOO,lOOD versus total network delay is shown as Figure 5.4.
From Figure 5.4, we observe that the range of perturbation parameters greatly
affects the improvement of total network delay. Therefore, the choice of a proper range
of perturbation parameters is critical in our proposed search heuristic.
Both the network configuration and the objectives of each improved iteration are
given in Appendix C.
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5.4 CONCLUSION
In this report wepropose a search heuristic for solving the multicommodity model.
The method we use is to integrate the Frank and Chou's algorithm and the problem space
local search procedure proposed by Storer, Wu and Vacarri [12]. This method not only
inherits the advantages of Frank and Chou's algorithm but also conquers the drawbacks
of their approach. The advantages that the proposed method inherits is a fast network
analysis, and the disadvantages it conquers is the weakness when dealing with relatively
large networks. In a small and/or lightly loaded network, Frank and Chou's algorithm is
quite effectiveness, however, when dealing with a larger and/or congested network, it
cannot truly reflect the performance of the network. The proposed search heuristic serves
as a better designing tool when the size of the networks is larger and/or the incoming
traffic is predicted to be heavy.
Although the repeatedly perturbed iterations of the proposed method may increase
the computer time during the design process, the result of relatively unbiased analysis of
larger size networks is well worth the trouble.
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APPENDIX A
A.I GRAPH REPRESENTATION
Graphs are defined in term of sets, a set of vertices and a set of edges/links (pairs
of vertices) [11]. We fulfill this idea by utilizing a two-dimensional array of integers (Os
and Is) and index the array with the number of vertices. Since we shall wish the number
of vertices to be variable, we introduce a constant MAX bounding the number of vertices
which can be defined either in the header file of the program or the head of the program.
The following is the graph representation of the graph used throughout the program:
int AlMAXj[MAX); /* Adjacency Matrix. */
A[v][w] =1 if and only if vertex v is adjacent to vertex w. If the graph is unidirectional,
then the A matrix is symmetric, that is A[v] [w] == A[w] [v] for all vertices v and w in
the graph.
A.2 SEARCH TREE REPRESENTATION
As we expand the network as a search tree to find FINPs, it is important to
develop a structural representation of nodes in the search tree. A better tree structure not
only increases the performance of the algorithm, but also minimizes the memory space
occupied by the algorithm. Given a starting node i and end node j, three important factors
have to be considered when designing the node structure of the search tree: the ability to
build a search tree, the ability to accommodate a general network and the ability to find
the FINPs.
First of all, due to the recursive characteristic of the general tree expansion, the
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relation among nodes should be investigated before building a search tree. For every node
in the network, except the starting node and end node, the node itself is the child of its
parent and the parent of its children. This relation enables a recursive tree building
procedure and establishes the framework of a self-reference structure as well. As for the
starting node and the end node, the two exceptional nodes, referential fields of both nodes
are assigned to the value "NULL", that is, initially, we assign the "NULL" value to the
parent of the root (starting node) and when the algorithm terminates, we assign a "NULL"
value to the children of the destination node.
Second, since we are not aware of the number of children (the number of adjacent
nodes) of each node when expanding, the pointers pointing to the children have to be well
defined such that all the possible branches can be adapted without wasting memory space.
Intuitively, one might extend the structure of the binary tree by keeping as many fields
of pointers in a node as possible to accommodate all the possible children. The result of
this structure would cause the memory being largely wasted since every node is not likely
to have the same number of adjacent nodes. As a result, this general tree representation
is infeasible.
An alternative way to represent the node structure of the search tree is to keep the
children of each node in a linked list without losing the advantages of the generic binary
tree structure. Therefore, we shall need two types of pointers: the pointer pointed from
each node to its leftmost child, which we may call "fchild", and the pointer pointed from
each node (except the start node) to the next child of its parent, which we may call
"nchild". By using these two pointers, we can have a generic binary tree structure. And
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we can fully utilize the operating techniques developed for binary trees in which we will
develop a memory releasing procedure. The generic binary tree representation, which is
cited from [11], is shown in Figure A.l.
Figure A.I General Tree Representation by Pointers, fchild and nchild [11].
The last thing to be considered in representing the node structure of the search tree
is to provide a "backward" pointer that can be traced back to find the FINPs in the
breadth first algorithm. In the breadth first algorithm, rather than searching all the
branches in the search tree when reaching the end node, the algorithm utilizes a backward
pointer that points to the direct parent of each node and recursively traces back through
the pointer to find the FINP. For example, if we would like to find the FINP between
node i and j, by using node i as the root, we expand the network as a search tree. When
the algorithm reaches the goal (node j), the FINP can easily be found by tracing back the
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backward pointer to root (node i). We implement the backward pointer by creating a new
pointer "parent" in the node structure of the search tree.
The following is the node structure of the search tree defined in C language used
throughout the program:
typedef struct Search_tree {
int node; /* the index of the node*/
int depth; /* the height of node in the tree. */
struct Search_tree *parent, *fchild, *nchild;
} Tree;
A.3 QUEUE IN BREADTH-FIRST ALGORITHM
In the breadth first algorithm, priority is given to the shallowest node in the
network [9]. Therefore, it is necessary for us to store all the traversal sequences in a
queue. In our example of search tree expansion, all the nodes are store in a queued before
expansion and the sequence of expansion is according to the order that the node is stored
into the queue. For example, the first node to expand is the root, the second node would
be the child of the root and the third node would be the second child of the root if there
exists one, or the child of the second node.
A queue can be viewed as a set which is usually implemented by a linked list. The
content of the element represents the index of the node, such as node number, and a
pointer next is introduced here to link all the elements in a list. In a queue the sequence
of storing and retrieving the elements follow the FIFO (First In First Out) strategy. This
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linked list representation of the queue is illustrated in Figure A.2.
next
qhead qtail
Figure A.2 Queue Represented by a Linked List
In addition to the queue for the breadth first algorithm, we also created another
set called ancestor set to store all the ancestors of the currently expanding node. The
purpose of this set is to avoid generating a cycle, i.e. to avoid generating a node that has
been visited earlier. The structure of the ancestor set is exactly the same as the queue
structure used in the breadth first algorithm.
The following is the data structure for both the ancestor set and the queue used
in the breadth first algorithm:
typedej struct Queue_type {
struct Tree *tag;
struct Queue_type *next;
}
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A.4 TABLES
Traffic and traffic requirements are here described as two-dimensional matrices
index by the vertices. That is, Traffic_Req[v] [w] is the traffic requirement matrix from
node v to node w and Traffic[v][w] is the traffic over the link (v,w), for the undirected
network, Traffic_req[v][w] == Traffic_Req[w][v] and Traffic[v][w] == Traffic[w][v].
These two notations are also used throughout the program.
A.S QUEUE MANIPULATION
We have defined the structure of the queue used in the breadth first algorithm in
Section A.3. In order to manipulate the queue structure according to the FIFO rule in the
breath first algorithm, several systematic algorithms, cited from [11], described in this
section. The following paragraph will describe how to add an element, delete an element
and search for an element in a queue; computer pseudo codes are also provided.
Element Definition:
typedej struct item item
struct item {
item *next
thing thisone
}
item *qhead =NULL, *qtail =NULL
Queue Addition:
void add_Q(thing x)
item *new
new = malloc(sizeof(item))
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demand(new, memory oveiflowY
new->item =x
new->next =NULL
if (empty())
qhead =qtail = new
else
qtail->next = new
qtail = new
Queue Retrieval:
thing Qhead()
demand(1empty(), head of empty queue)
return qhead->thisone
Queue Deletion:
void delete_Q()
demand(lempty(), delete an empty queue)
qhead = qhead->next
if (qhead == NULL)
qtail =NULL
Empty Queue Detection:
boolean empty()
return qhead == NULL
Element Searching:
boolean found(thing x)
item *p = qhead
while(p && p->item 1= x)
p =p->next
return p
1 Function demand can be found in the header file of program.
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APPENDIX B
B.I THE IMPLEMENTATION FUNCTIONS OF FRANK AND CHOU'S
ALGORITHM MAIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS
void InpuCGraph(void): A user-program interface function, requiring user to input the
configuration of the network.
Input:
Output:
void.
Order[][]I (Adjacency Matrix).
void InpucData(void): A user-program interface funtion, requiring user to input the nodal
arrival rate, length and capacity of links.
Input:
Output:
void.
Traffic_Req[][], Length_M[][], Capacity[][].
void Find_Path(ij): Using Dijkstra's algorithm to establish a predecessor table between
starting node i and destination node j.
Input:
Output:
The index of starting node i and destination node j.
predecessor[] .
illt Depth(ij): Using the predecessor table to find the number of fewest intermediate
nodes between starting node i and destination node j.
1 The indices of the matriices throughout the program is decided by the constant MAX
defined in the header file, ourhdr.c.
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Input: The index of starting node i and destination node j.
Output: The depth integer.
Edge_type *Breadth(iJ,depth): Exploring all the FINPs between starting node i and
destination node j, and using Frank and Chou's path choosing criterion to choose the least
cost FINP.
Input:
Output:
The index of starting node i, destination node j and the
depth (the number of fewest intermediate nodes) between
node i and j.
The starting address of the least cost FINP (represented by
a linked list pointed by *Link[i][j]).
void Route_Traffzc(iJ): Routing the traffic requirement from starting node i to destination
node j. If these two nodes are adjacent then route traffic on link (i,j); otherwise route
traffic along the FINP between node i and j.
Input:
Ouput:
The index of starting node i and destination node j.
The Traffic[i][j] matrix.
float Compute_Delay(Flow,Cap,x): Calculating the objective value of object function.
Input: The traffic on every links (Flow[]), the capacity of every
links (Cap[]) and the total number of links, x, in the
network.
Output: The value of objective.
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B.2 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
C language provides a pseudo-random number generating function, rand(), which
generates a random integer ranging from °to 32767. We can utilize this function to
generate any range of random numbers by simple arithmetics. For example, if we'd like
to generate a float number in a range of [0,0.99], we can simply divide randO by 32768.0.
If we'd like to generate an integer between °to 10, we can use the following expression:
n = (int)((rand()132768.0)*10);
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B.3 THE IMPLEMENTATION FLOW CHART
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APPENDIX C
C.l Network configuration of example 5.2.2
The following are the list of elements in the adjacency matrix.
Order[O][9]=I
Order[O] [14]=1
Order[O] [17]=1
Order[O] [21]=1
Order[O] [22]=1
Order[I][2]=1
Order[1][4]=1
Order[1] [5]=1
Order[ 1] [6]=1
Order[1][9]=1
Order[1][15]=1
Order[ 1] [20]=1
Order[ 1] [23]=1
Order[I][28]=1
Order[1][29]=1
Order[2][1]=1
Order[2][10]=1
Order[2][12]=1
Order[2] [23]=1
Order[2][24]=1
Order[2] [25]=1
Order[3][4]=1
Order[3][6]=1
Order[3][8]=1
Order[3] [14]=1
Order[3][20]=1
Order[3] [21]=1
Order[3][22]=1
Order[3][27]=1
Order[3][28]=1
Order[4][1]=1
Order[4] [3]=1
Order[4][5]=1
Order[4][10]=1
Order[4][15]=1
Order[4][16]=1
Order[5][1]=1
Order[5] [4]=1
Order[5][8]=1
Order[5][13]=1
Order[5] [14]=1
Order[5][24]=1
Order[5][26]=1
Order[5][29]=1
Order[6][1]=1
Order[6] [3]=1
Order[6][II]=1
Order[6][12]=1
Order[6][14]=1
Order[6] [21]=1
Order[7] [10]=1
Order[7][II]=1
Order[7][13]=1
Order[7][17]=1
Order[7] [25]=1
Order[7] [27]=1
Order[7] [28]=1
Order[7][29]=1
Order[8][3]=1
Order[8][5]=1
Order[8][14]=1
Order[8][17]=1
Order[8][21]=1
Order[8][24]=1
Order[8] [26]=1
Order[9] [0]=1
Order[9][1]=1
Order[9][11]=1
Order[9][12]=1
Order[9] [16]=1
Order[9][18]=1
Order[9][20]=1
Order[9] [23]=1
Order[9] [26]=1
Order[9][27]=1
Order[ 10][2]=1
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Order[10] [4]=1
Order[lO] [7]=1
Order[1O][18]=1
Order[1O][19]=1
Order[1O][21]=1
Order[II][6]=1
Order[II][7]=1
Order[II][9]=1
Order[11][19]=1
Order[II][21]=1
Order[II][22]=1
Order[II][23]=1
Order[11][25]=1
Order[II][29]=1
Order[12][2]=1
Order[12][6]=1
Order[12][9]=1
Order[12][13]=1
Order[12][15]=1
Order[13][5]=1
Order[ 13][7]=1
Order[13][12]=1
Order[13][16]=1
Order[13][20]=1
Order[13][27]=1
Order[14][0]=1
Order[14][3]=1
Order[14][5]=1
Order[14][6]=1
Order[14][8]=1
Order[14] [23]=1
Order[14][25]=1
Order[15][1]=1
Order[15][4]=1
Order[15][12]=1
Order[15][20]=1
Order[15][27]=1
Order[16][4]=1
Order[16][9]=1
Order[16][13]=1
Order[16] [18]=1
Order[16][19]=1
Order[16][22]=1
Order[17][0]=1
Order[17][7]=1
Order[17][8]=1
Order[17][19]=1
Order[17][26]=1
Order[18][9]=1
Order[18][10]=1
Order[18][16]=1
Order[18][19]=1
Order[18][24]=1
Order[18][28]=1
Order[19][10]=1
Order[19][11]=1
Order[19][16]=1
Order[19][17]=1
Order[19][18]=1
Order[20][1]=1
Order[20] [3]=1
Order[20][9]=1
Order[20][13]=1
Order[20][15]=1
Order[21] [0]=1
Order[21][3]=1
Order[21][6]=1
Order[21][8]=1
Order[21][10]=1
Order[21][II]=1
Order[21][24]=1
Order[22][0]=1
Order[22][3]=1
Order[22][II]=1
Order[22][16]=1
Order[22][26]=1
Order[23][1]=1
Order[23] [2]=1
Order[23][9]=1
Order[23][II]=1
Order[23][14]=1
Order[23][25]=1
Order[24] [2]=1
Order[24][5]=1
Order[24][8]=1
Order[24][18]=1
Order[24] [21]=1
Order[25] [2]=1
Order[25][7]=1
Order[25][II]=1
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Order[25] [14]=1
Order[25] [23]=1
Order[26][5]=1
Order[26] [8]=1
Order[26] [9]=1
Order[26][17]=1
Order[26] [22]=1
Order[27] [3]=1
Order[27] [7]=1
Order[27][9]=1
Order[27] [13]=1
Order[27][15]=1
Order[28][1]=1
Order[28][3]=1
Order[28][7]=1
Order[28][18]=1
Order[28] [29]=1
Order[29][I]=1
Order[29][5]=1
Order[29][7]=1
Order[29][II]=1
Order[29][28]=1
C.2 Network configuration of Example 5.4.1 and 5.4.2
Order[0][2]=1
Order[0][5]=1
Order[O][6]=1
Order[O][II]=1
Order[O][27]=1
Order[O][29]=1
Order[1][3]=1
Order[I][4]=1
Order[I][9]=1
Order[1][10]=1
Order[I][16]=1
Order[1][21]=1
Order[I][23]=1
Order[1][28]=1
Order[2][0]=1
Order[2][3]=1
Order[2][8]=1
Order[2][10]=1
Order[2][12]=1
Order[2][13]=1
Order[2][15]=1
Order[2][16]=1
Order[2][17]=1
Order[2][23]=1
Order[2][26]=1
Order[3][I]=1
Order[3][2]=1
Order[3][7]=1
Order[3][15]=1
Order[3][16]=1
Order[3][17]=1
Order[4][1]=1
Order[4][5]=1
Order[4][14]=1
Order[4][18]=1
Order[4][21]=1
Order[4][25]=1
Order[4][28]=1
Order[4][29]=1
Order[5][0]=1
Order[5][4]=1
Order[5][6]=1
Order[5][11]=1
Order[5][13]=1
Order[5][14]=1
Order[5]Mw7]=1
Order[5][20]=1
Order[5][27]=1
Order[5][28]=1
Order[6][0]=1
Order[6][5]=1
Order[6][11]=1
Order[6][18]=1
Order[6][23]=1
Order[6] [27]=1
Order[7][3]=1
Order[7][12]=1
Order[7][14]=1
Order[7][15]=1
Order[7][16]=1
Order[7][19]=1
Order[8][2]=1
Order[8][14]=1
Order[8][18]=1
Order[8][22]=1
Order[8][23]=1
Order[9][1]=1
Order[9][14]=1
Order[9][19]=1
Order[9][20]=1
Order[9][28]=1
Order[10][1]=1
Order[1O][2]=1
Order[1O][15]=1
Order[1O][18]=1
Order[1O][21]=1
Order[10][25]=1
Order[II][O]=1
Order[II][5]=1
Order[II][6]=1
Order[II][19]=1
Order[11][25]=1
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Order[12][2]=1
Order[12][7]=1
Order[12][14]=1
Order[12][24]=1
Order[12][26]=1
Order[12][28]=1
Order[12] [29]=1
Order[13][2]=1
Order[13][5]=1
Order[13][19]=1
Order[13][23]=1
Order[13][24]=1
Order[13] [27]=1
Order[14][4]=1
Order[14][5]=1
Order[14] [7]=1
Order[14][8]=1
Order[14][9]=1
Order[14][12]=1
Order[15][2]=1
Order[15][3]=1
Order[15][7]=1
Order[15][10]=1
Order[15][22]=1
Order[15][24]=1
Order[16][I]=1
Order[16][2]=1
Order[16][3]=1
Order[16][7]=1
Order[16][23]=1
Order[17][2]=1
Order[17][3]=1
Order[17][5]=1
Order[17][20]=1
Order[17][24]=1
Order[18][4]=1
Order[18][6]=1
Order[18][8]=1
Order[18][10]=1
Order[18][22]=1
Order[18][26]=1
Order[19][7]=1
Order[19][9]=1
Order[19][11]=1
Order[19] [13]=1
Order[19][27]=1
Order[20][5]=1
Order[20][9]=1
Order[20] [17]=1
Order[20] [24]=1
Order[20][26]=1
Order[21][l]=1
Order[21][4]=1
Order[21][10]=1
Order[21] [22]=1
Order[21][25]=1
Order[21][29]=1
Order[22][8]=1
Order[22][15]=1
Order[22][18]=1
Order[22][21]=1
Order[22][25]=1
Order[23][1]=1
Order[23][2]=1
Order[23][6]=1
Order[23][8]=1
Order[23][13]=1
Order[23][16]=1
Order[24][12]=1
Order[24][13]=1
Order[24][15]=1
Order[24] [17]=1
Order[24][20]=1
Order[25][4]=1
Order[25][10]=1
Order[25][11]=1
Order[25] [21]=1
Order[25] [22]=1
Order[25] [26]=1
Order[25][29]=1
Order[26][2]=1
Order[26][12]=1
Order[26][18]=1
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Order[26][20]=1
Order[26][25]=1
Order[27][0]=1
Order[27][5]=1
Order[27][6]=1
Order[27][13]=1
Order[27][19]=1
Order[28][1]=1
Order[28][4]=1
Order[28][5]=1
Order[28] [9]=1
Order[28][12]=1
Order[29][0]=1
Order[29][4]=1
Order[29] [l2]=1
Order[29][21]=1
Order[29][25]=1
C.3 Improved object value (total network delay) for iterations of Example 5.4.1
The folowing table shows the results of applying both Frank and Chou's algorithm
and our proposed search heuristic (1500 iterations) to the testing network. Traffic arrives
uniformly within the range of [100,200], and the range of perturbation parameters are
within Uniform[-20,20]. Different link capacities are tested and the improved object value
for each iteration is shown.
Iteration 6500 KB 6000 KB 5500 KB 5000 KB
0 78.021477 92.352921 113.65009 149.75584
1 77.613441 91.692467 112.41721 146.71744
2 91.610489 112.27520 146.29613
4 77.335480 91.299454 111.81202 145.60794
91 77.312096 91.227600 111.60310 144.89612
103 77.242538 91.117630 111.41315 144.52341
187 77.053978 90.819496 111.87949 143.32834
223 77.053429
230 77.030792
326 76.996216
336 90.782509 110.83658 143.28922
387 76.624458
677 90.774117
914 90.764870
1119 110.62425 143.02380
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C.4 Improved object value (total network delay) for iterations of Example 5.4.2
The folowing table shows the results of applying both Frank and Chou's algorithm
and our proposed search heuristic (1500 iterations) to the testing network. Trafic arrives
uniformly within the range of [100,200], and different ranges of perturbation parameters
are tested. Link capacities are set to 5500 KB. The improved object value for each
iteration is shown.
Iteration Uniform[-20,20] Uniform[-50,50] Uniform[-l00,100]
0 113.6501 113.6501 113.6501
1 112.4172 112.8917
2 112.2752
4 111.812
5 112.0183 112.7236
91 111.6031
103 111.4131
187 110.8795
336 110.8366
401 111.6958
402 111.2753
418 111.2608
634 112.0048
946 111.7823
1119 110.6242
1137 111.4581
1464 111.4443
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